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Letters
Stolen from Student Center Display

Drumena Rosas
News Editor

Letters from the wall on the worst side of the Student Center were reported missing by a University employee at approximately 11:30 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 7, according to an email sent from Paul Call to the campus community yesterday. What used to spell out “Red Hawk Country” was missing the letters “C,” “O,” “U” and “T.” The disappearance has been attributed to a theft by an unknown person. The email announced a reward of $200 Red Hawk Dollars for information leading to the successful arrest and prosecution of the person, or persons, responsible for the theft. Red Hawk Dollars may be used at on-campus as well as off-campus establishments.

For “information leading to the successful arrest and prosecution of the person, or persons, responsible for the theft,” Red Hawk Dollars may be used at on-campus as well as off-campus establishments.

Montclair State students welcomed animals from Green Meadows Farm since 1987, “Right from the moment the doors in 1908, the campus was in a constant state of growth. Montclair State is in a state of growth.”
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English Professors Publish Books of Poetry

Montclair State University’s English department has seen four of its own—David Galef, Claudia Cortes, Michael Robinson and Sarah Ghoshal—publish poetry within the past year.

Galef graduated from Princeton in 2002 and then lived in Osaka, Japan for a year. Galef said, “It gave me a different sensibility.”

“A lot of what I write is poetry,” Galef said. “I have a great interest in writing poetry within the past year.”

The professors have been working on their books, and they have met with some fresh ideas and general reminders of the important parts of the writing and publishing process. Professor Sarah Ghoshal said she liked to emphasize the revision aspect to her students. “I often tell them the story of a professor who once told me, ‘A poem is never finished. If you think it is finished, please email Editor-in-Chief Kristen at montclarionchief@gmail.com.

The Montclarion willingness correctly reflects its factual errors. If you think there is mistake in a story, please email Editor-in-Chief Kristen at montclarionchief@gmail.com.
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On Sept. 15, 2015, 32 Greek organizations took to University Hall’s 7th Floor to ring in the new school year with this semester’s annual Meet the Greeks event. This event showcased each organization individually while welcoming both underclassmen and upperclassmen to enjoy the excitement of meeting new people and showing their potential interest in joining a Greek Organization.

Anthony Núñez, a Senior and member of Lambda Sigma Upsilon, Latino Fraternity Incorporated, said, “This was the first time that we have had a Meet the Greeks event [where] we had individuals sign up [as interested in] our organization and that shows that the campus involvement in Greek Life is growing. I finally feel that Greek Life is getting recognition and being promoted strongly and in a positive light on campus.”

Performances took place that encompassed the many talents of Montclair State’s Greeks, ranging from a vocal performance by the Musical Fraternity, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and stepping, strolling, hopping and saluting performed by the Divine Nine and Multicultural Organizations, which were some of the main highlights of the night’s events.

Welington Gomez, a sophomore at Montclair State University who attended the event, is interested in joining a Greek organization. “I really liked the event because I got the chance to see Greek organizations in a different aspect,” said Gomez. “At the Meet the Greeks event, I got to see each organization honor and express the love they have for their organizations and why they went Greek in the first place.”

Over 400 Montclair State students were in attendance at Monday night’s event. “I feel that this semester’s Meet the Greeks event was way more publicized on campus and introduced to freshman in a more efficient and welcoming way via HawkSync,” said Emily Cordero, Coordinator for Greek Life at Montclair State. “We are excited to see how the Greek community will grow with the large number of students that we had at both Meet the Greeks and last week’s Greek Organization Fair.”

For more information on Montclair State’s Greek Life visit their page on HawkSync.

Have you ever thought about studying abroad, but just wanted a little bit more information on how to get started?

Attend one of our upcoming special sessions

September 22, 2015
10:00 am Exchange Program Information Session
11:00 am Study Abroad Budgeting Workshop
12:00 pm Gilman Scholarship Information Session (For PELL Grant Recipients)
1:00 pm Faculty-led International Field Trip Session
5:00 pm Montclair in Santiago, Chile Information Session

September 25, 2015
3:00 pm University of Agder (Norway) Information Session

Contact MontclarionFeature@gmail.com for more information.
POUND It Out at the Student Recreation Center

Alexandra Clark  Staff Writer

This semester, a new exercise class called POUND has been added to the weekly schedule of Group X classes held at the Student Recreation Center. While still fairly new, POUND is a full-body workout that combines exceptional music with a great exercise routine, all with the help of some drumsticks called Riffits. Their slogan says it all: “POUND. Rock out. Work out.”

Before making its way to campus, POUND was founded by Kirsten Potenza and Cristina Potenza. Both women are drummers themselves as well as fitness experts and music lovers who handled over their own personal struggles. Through creating POUND, they were able to find self-realization and create something truly inspiring. POUND grows far beyond just a way to work out. The founders have created a groundbreaking philosophy. Life can’t be fully enjoyed without balance and nurturing and if you give up on self-improvement at any time, you give up on yourself.

Two juniors, Katie Fierno and Brittany Tierney, were interested in POUND when they attended a demo class over the summer. Both students are long-time dancers themselves as well as certificated Group X instructors at the Student Recreation Center who teach Zumba and POUND classes.

“I found POUND through another instructor,” says Tierney, an Exercise Science major. “The moment I picked up the drumsticks and she instructed us to ‘pound the floor, I was in love with the workout.’”

“Tierney and I went to a demo class at Retro Fitness and we absolutely fell in love with it,” says Fierno, a Televisi- sion and Digital Media major with a concentration in Electronic Journalism. “We immediately emailed our superior and were like, ‘Let’s want to bring POUND to MSU! And they hooked us up with the certification and now it’s here. POUND is a full body, 360-degree workout with drumsticks, but you are having so much fun that you don’t even realize you are doing so much work,” said Fierno. “If for everybody there are all these different levels and modifi- cations for everything. When I did it, I was having so much fun I thought, ‘I want to bring this to other people’.” Addition- ally, Tierney described POUND as “a great new fusion of cardio, toning and even some symmetri- c movements like squat and lateral jumps.”

Studying also back up this ex- ercise and why it works so well. Drumming has the ability to alleviate stress as well as boost your immune system, lower blood pressure and decrease anxiety and fatigue. The rhythm accompanied with drumming improves focus and higher level thinking. You can burn 500-800 calories per hour, which is the length of a standard POUND class.

The energy in a POUND class is electric. What makes this exercise class so different is the use of drumsticks to rhythmically pound to the beat of the song, which fuels a person’s drive and ambition. It’s similar to stomping your feet at a concert or banging your hand against the wheel when you drive. Keeping a beat al- lows you to become completely invested in the song and let it take over.

“The drumsticks are 1/4 of a pound each, which may not seem like a lot. But after pounding on the floor for a whole class you will feel the burn in your arms,” Tierney says. The drumsticks are also a vibrant, neon green color which is one of the most detectable and eas- ily processed colors. The bright color helps the brain detect movement and drumstick strikes as “a great new fusion of cardio, toning and even some symmetri- c movements like squat and lateral jumps.”

Everyone should give POUND a try because you don’t need to be an expert drummer to enjoy the class. In every movement and drumstick striking the ground, you are releasing all of the stresses of life and allowing yourself the freedom to just rock out.

POUND classes are held three times a week at the Recreation Center. For more information visit montclair.edu/student-development-campus-life/student-center/.

Write for feature! Fashion writer wanted
montclariotionfeature@gmail.com
Apple’s Newest Endeavors

Rizylyn Melo
Assistant News Editor

A new year means new Apple products. Apple is constantly looking to outdo themselves and this one is no different. During their annual product unveiling on Sept. 9, CEO Tim Cook announced several new advancements in Apple technology that have people all over the world excited for the future.

Following tradition, Apple is debuting its iPhone 6s and 6s Plus. While there are not any changes in weight and size, Apple’s Chief Design Officer Joe: Ive believes that the new models are some of the company’s most complicated technology yet. The major change to come is the 3D Touch design. For the first time ever, a mobile device will recognize force. A light press on the screen will now differ from an applied with pressure. It is a new feature that Ive calls the “next generation of multi-touch.”

The newest iPhone models will also have the best picture and video quality of its predecessors. Videos can now be shot in 4k video, which is four times the resolution of the current 1080p video quality. There is something for the sweets lover too. A 5-megapixel front camera will allow for sharper pictures and a new flash feature in the front will make taking selfies at your favorite restaurant much easier. The new iPhone 6s and 6s Plus will be available in stores Sept. 25 in all the traditional Apple colors as well as additional Apple colors.

One of the biggest changes in the new lineup of products looks to be promising. If operational, 3D Touch can revolutionize the way people use their handheld devices. In addition, Apple TV represents television stepping in an entirely new direction away from cable operational, 3D Touch can revolutionize the way people use their handheld devices. In addition, Apple TV represents television stepping in an entirely new direction away from cable television. Technology is continuously changing and Apple proves to be there every step of the way.

Let Pumpkin Spice Up Your Life

Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

As you probably already know, pumpkin spice season is here. This means tons of specialty and seasonal products are hitting the shelves with a pumpkin spice flavor. From coffee drinks to marshmallows, there are countless ways to add this festive flavoring to your food.

Pumpkin itself is a highly nutritious food with lots of Vitamin A, but be careful. Many times foods or drinks that are “pumpkin flavored” are really just packed with added sugar and may make you regret ingesting on that second latte. Though there are some items to avoid, here are ways you can still indulge on this fall classic.

Unfortunately, one of the most popular pumpkin spice items is the first to come up on any list of things you should avoid in the fall if you are watching out for your health. Starbucks’ Grande Pumpkin Spice Latte has almost 400 calories, 13 grams of fat and 49 grams of sugar. That is enough calories to make it a meal, but because it is mainly sugar it will only briefly fill you up and lead to a sugar-induced crash shortly after. If you are dying for Starbucks flavoring, get a latte with skim milk, no whip cream and only one pump of flavoring instead of the usual four in a grande drink to save about 150 calories.

When it comes to breakfast foods, watch out for pumpkin flavored bagels. Einstein Bros Pumpkin Walnut Cream Bagel has 440 calories, 11 grams of fat and 25 grams of sugar before you add any toppings. Go for a different brand; Thomas’ Path Pumpkin-N-Spice Bagels only have 260 calories and 1.5 grams of fat each. Add some nut butter on top or enjoy with a glass of milk to add some protein and fat to your meal that will keep you feeling full until lunch. If you are looking for a crunchy snack to get your pumpkin spice fix, try Kashi Pumpkin Spice Crunchy Granola Bars. You can have 2 for under 200 calories, and they have 4 grams of fiber and 9 grams of protein, plus added omega fatty acids. Nature’s Path Pumpkin-N-Spice Plus Granola Bars may have 30 less calories, but they also have less fiber and protein. You are better off eating a few more calories that are made of things to keep you satisfied.

When it comes to any other pumpkin spice products you may be unsure of, do a little research. Always be on the lookout for something with sugar listed in the first few ingredients. If something has protein, fiber or unsaturated fats it will keep you full. Don’t be afraid to read ingredient lists and see if real pumpkin is anywhere on there or if it is just made of synthetic flavoring. Using these tips can help you enjoy a pumpkin spice-filled fall without ruining your health goals.
Fall into Autumn Fashion

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer

Top: Forever 21
Shorts: Express
Tights: DIY
Flannel: Hollister
Boots: Mandee

I remember trying out this look as a little kid. When you didn’t want to hold your jacket, you’d tie it around your waist. Well, fashion often repeats itself and this trend will probably be around for a while. Instead of jackets, most people opt for flannels. This looks great with all different outfits, but with denim shorts specifically. Try it with cutoffs, a white top and combat boots. If the chilly weather comes around, opt for tights underneath.

Tank and sunglasses: Kohl’s
Shirt: Forever 21
Skirt: Forever 21
Shoes: Converse

Did you just get a new pair of brightly-colored sunglasses? Try using them to coordinate an outfit. Here, the sunglasses match perfectly with the skirt and the shoes match the top. Try using colors or patterns to give you inspiration by looking at just one piece. Small details like this make outfits look a lot more put together, but at the same time are easy to do.

Dress: TJ Maxx
Jacket: Modcloth
Bracelet: Alex and Ani, grandmother and Europe
Socks: Urban Outfitters
Shoes: DSW

Printed or distressed denim is an easy go-to because it is best when paired with a neutral top. If you don’t own distressed denim, consider making your own to save money. Crop jeans by rolling them up and finish the look off with sandals or classic converse.

Polo: Uniqlo
Cardigan and belt: H&M
Sheep bowtie: Amazon
Shorts: American Eagle
Shoes: Polo Ralph Lauren

As we hit mid-September, the weather can get chilly, even with the sun out. It’s cardigan weather. Long sleeves and shorts look really unique together and are really easy and comfortable in the air conditioning of University Hall. Bowties and collars make the look more classic and give it that school uniform look. Try keeping the colors simple and match the cardigan to the bowtie. Finish the look with canvas sneakers.

Shirt: Forever 21
Jeans: Pacsun
Scarf: World Market
Shoes: thrifted
Bag: Sakroots

Printed or distressed denim is an easy go-to because it is best when paired with a neutral top. If you don’t own distressed denim, consider making your own to save money. Crop jeans by rolling them up and finish the look off with sandals or classic converse.

Grass: Polo: Ralph Lauren
Tank and sunglasses: Kohl’s
Shirt: Forever 21
Skirt: Forever 21
Shoes: Converse

Did you just get a new pair of brightly-colored sunglasses? Try using them to coordinate an outfit. Here, the sunglasses match perfectly with the skirt and the shoes match the top. Try using colors or patterns to give you inspiration by looking at just one piece. Small details like this make outfits look a lot more put together, but at the same time are easy to do.

Dress: TJ Maxx
Jacket: Modcloth
Bracelet: Alex and Ani, grandmother and Europe
Socks: Urban Outfitters
Shoes: DSW

Printed or distressed denim is an easy go-to because it is best when paired with a neutral top. If you don’t own distressed denim, consider making your own to save money. Crop jeans by rolling them up and finish the look off with sandals or classic converse.

Polo: Uniqlo
Cardigan and belt: H&M
Sheep bowtie: Amazon
Shorts: American Eagle
Shoes: Polo Ralph Lauren

As we hit mid-September, the weather can get chilly, even with the sun out. It’s cardigan weather. Long sleeves and shorts look really unique together and are really easy and comfortable in the air conditioning of University Hall. Bowties and collars make the look more classic and give it that school uniform look. Try keeping the colors simple and match the cardigan to the bowtie. Finish the look with canvas sneakers.

Shirt: Forever 21
Jeans: Pacsun
Scarf: World Market
Shoes: thrifted
Bag: Sakroots

Printed or distressed denim is an easy go-to because it is best when paired with a neutral top. If you don’t own distressed denim, consider making your own to save money. Crop jeans by rolling them up and finish the look off with sandals or classic converse.
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THE WORLD WITHOUT NEWS WOULD BE...
Help Wanted

**AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, MONTCLAIR**
Looking for a kind, reliable part-time babysitter to care for my two 6 year old girls. Responsibilities include pick-up from nursery school at 3:30 p.m. (5 mins on foot), hiking, and helping before mother comes home for dinner. Expect 5-7 days a week. No special needs or allergies. CPR required. Possible package available. Please call/text (973) 920-1056.

**AFTERNOON SITTER, LIVINGSTON**
Seeking a loving, reliable babysitter for two young girls (ages 4 & 2) to help with homework and light meal preps. Preferable person for after-school care of our 11 & 12 year old girls. Safe driver, enjoys preparing healthy meals, housework, helpful, & an adorable Cock-a-Poo. 5:00 p.m. Mon-Fri, with flexible day off. Must have a car to drive around. Please contact圆满完成 at (973) 233-2300.

**DRIVER ASSISTANCE NEEDED, WESTFIELD**
Seeking a responsible, caring, & patient driver to assist with transporting a child (age 2 years) to & from preschool. Must have own car & a clean driving record. Hours are 7-9 a.m. if interested contact: tchiododds@aol.com. Please call/text (973) 631-8969.

**P/T AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVING BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR**
Looking for a warm, caring, & responsible professional for after-school care of our 11 & 12 year old children. Safe driver, enjoys preparing healthy meals, housework, helpful, & our adorable Cock-a-Poo. 5:30-7:30 p.m. Mon-Fri. Please call/text (973) 331-8439.

**P/T NANNY, POMPTON PLAINS**
Looking for a reliable & responsible babysitter for 2 children, 1st & 3rd graders. 3-6 p.m. Mon-Fri w/ flexible day off. Must have experience & references. $20/hr. Call Laura: (973) 495-9599.

**P/T NANNY, MONTCLAIR**
Seeking a reliable driver/babysitter for 2-5 years old. 2-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri. w/ flexible day off. Must have experience & references. $20/hr. Call Laura: (973) 495-9599.

**Babysitter for kids (ages 5 & 8) in S. Orange** (25 hours per week. 2:30 - 7:30 p.m. Monday-Friday). Must have experience & driver's license. $12/HR. Call/text (973) 367-0012.

---

Help Wanted

**AFTER SCHOOL HELP, LINCOLN PARK**
Looking for an active, responsible person for after school pick up to transport to gymnastics, swimming, tennis, and other activities. Light housework and helpful with pets. $15-20/hr. Email: catherina@justincase.com or call/text (973) 346-4616.

**DRIVER ASSISTANCE NEEDED, WESTFIELD**
Seeking a friendly, reliable, & after-school sitter for our 11 year old daughter. 3-5 p.m. Tu-Su. $15/hr. For housework, help with driving to/from local activities & playdates. Start date ASAP. Email: mailchick3@yahoo.com or call/text (973) 988-7765.

---

For Rent

**NEW LISTING: APARTMENT FOR RENT** (913) 983-VIRCA, PARK

**TENDED EXPOSURE. BOOK YOUR CLASSIFIED TODAY!**

(For more information, please call MontclairMall3206@gmail.com or text at (646) 529-0533.)

---

Classifieds
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Montclair State is in a constant state of growth. When it first opened its doors in 1908, the campus was only 25 acres of land. Today in 2015, Montclair State University has 486 acres and has become the second largest public college in the state of New Jersey. This growth has only continued into the new school year. Since the beginning of the semester, students have been introduced to two new state-of-the-art building additions as well as the idea of a new School of Nursing coming to campus. Past expansions to our campus have led to amazing boosts in student and faculty morale and these most recent changes are no different.

This year, the School of Business was fortunate enough to gain a much-needed upgrade. The new building provides students from Partridge Hall. The new School of Business also offers another dining option to students on campus, The Venture Cafe. In just two weeks, this building has become a second home to the thousands of students who utilize its facilities every day.

On the other side of campus, the Center for Environmental and Life Sciences has become a new favorite spot for many students. The new building presents an amazing view of the New York City skyline from the ground level as well as on its third floor outlook. According to the School of Science and Mathematics, the new building has the ability to “support programs and research in sustainability science, pharmaceutical biochemistry and medicinal chemistry, as well as in biological, computing and mathematical sciences.” These new facilities will enhance the experience of all of all the science majors by granting them the opportunity to work with professional science equipment. The two newest additions to campus have undoubtedly boosted morale among the campus community.

Another came in the form of an announcement on Sept. 1 by President Susan Cole. During her Opening Day speech, Cole announced plans of a nursing program expected to come to campus in Fall 2016. By adding nursing to the nearly 300 majors, minors and concentrations already present, Montclair State will be able to rank more competitively with schools like Rutgers University and Ramapo College who already have established nursing programs. The creation of a nursing program is a progressive step to further success at Montclair State.

The program plans to address the national nurse shortage by adding Montclair State-educated and qualified nurses to the healthcare system. The nursing program will fill a societal need as well as a want of Montclair State students.

Although these changes have come at a remarkably quick pace, some students are still left wondering when other much-needed campus expansions will begin, one of which being a solution to the ongoing parking issue. It has been obvious for years that there is not enough parking for commuters or residents on campus. With a new program coming to campus next fall, it is urgent that this is fixed as soon as possible. Many people have suggested building yet another parking garage in Lot 60 to help alleviate the problem. This could create thousands of potential parking spots. Though it may not completely solve the parking issue at Montclair State, it would make a big dent in an even larger problem.

Also, with freshman classes becoming larger and larger, Montclair State is going to have to provide more residential spaces. This will provide homes for incoming freshmen without having to live in cramped quarters. This will not only allow freshmen, but everyone who calls Montclair State University their home. Besides, extra housing has never hurt anyone. With hundreds of rooms already being tripled this past year, it is definitely necessary.

Montclair State is moving faster and faster into the future. However, there are still some areas where the university could pick up the pace. The two newest building additions to campus have provided students and faculty with new work spaces and the recent addition of a nursing school will add a competitive edge to admissions.

However, Montclair State needs to fix its housing and parking problems before moving on to its few crucial matters. Either way, Montclair State has made some remarkable changes within the last few years and everyone is looking forward to those to come.

Montclair State: Some Of It’s Here
Perry Drops Out of Race, Others Should Too

Christine Gianakis

Republicans need to pledge loyalty to GOP instead of themselves

A respectabled job title and a high salary of 80,000 dollars a year. Christine Gianakis, a Political Science major, is in her first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

COLUMNIST

Hillary Clinton: Too Little, Too Late
Clinton's popularity falls as she refuses to apologize for email scandal


A nthony Scott

Anti-scandals for the current Secretary of State are plaguing the political world, even that has already, if Donald Trump is the current leader in the field, then our party will be in good hands, for the race for the White House is all due in part to a lack of candidates trailing behind him. Though the judge granted her freedom, this story has seen the former Secretary of State's status jeopardized by many. As county clerk of Rowan County, Kim Davis has previously served in this position, and has been removed from the marriage license.
"In America, the President reigns for four years, but Journalism governs forever." – Oscar Wilde
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Coming back to the States for their biggest tour in just six years, One Direction took to stadiums across the United States and sold out every single venue this summer. Despite the loss of one member, Zayn Malik, One Direction continued to impress fans with their fourth tour in four years by more current artists like Dev Hynes and Solange. While the songs on LP1, they still feature the same eerie, avant-garde sound than those of Twigs’ 2014 debut album LP1, they still feature the same eerie, avant-garde sound thatTwigs asserting “In time … I will / Be you live / Through your eyes … Can you touch it? Is it real?” The lyrics, when combined with the slow pace of the song and Twigs’ dramatic vocals, provide a very intense atmosphere that may be likened to that of Frankenstein’s monster, but in actuality, present the theme of love andosing one’s self. What also sets this disc apart from its forerunners is Twigs’ experimental use of autotune, Twigs’ use of it adds to its forerunners is Twigs’ experimental use of autotune, Twigs’ use of it adds to the album’s single, “All Night,” begins to play. The track and music video for “I’m Your Doll” is a powerful depiction of the submissive stance women take in trying to please men. Here, not only do we have Twigs represented as a rise-up doll who is later raped by an unknown man, but also scenes of Regan’s introspection of what perhaps was the first woman to touch it? Is it real?” The lyrics, when combined with the slow pace of the song and Twigs’ dramatic vocals, provide a very intense atmosphere that may be likened to that of Frankenstein’s monster, but in actuality, present the theme of love and Shepperson as he backs away from her, there was a piece of the act returned.

For what perhaps was the best part of the concert, Twigs came out of her shell more than ever before - hiding screaming wars with the dales, telling the girls to do whatever makes them happy and just dancing around the stage. However, that is not to say that the other boys were any less engaging. While Horan strummed “Little Things” on his guitar, Payne sat beside him and sang lovingly into his eyes. In the end, of course, One Direction truly made a new name for themselves as they held their heads up high right through the final bow. Whether the boys truly made it for everyone. For what perhaps was the first woman to touch it? Is it real?” The lyrics, when combined with the slow pace of the song and Twigs’ dramatic vocals, provide a very intense atmosphere that may be likened to that of Frankenstein’s monster, but in actuality, present the theme of love and dying each other with water of wanting to make the girl smile. After the last song, the band can be seen danc- ing from the siblings. While lead singer and rhythm guitarist, Ross Lynch, can be seen dance- ing his way from one side of the stage to the other, the lead bas- ist and vocalist, Riker Lynch, throws his hair back for to the best of each song perfectly. Throughout the show, the band takes the opportunity to not only thank their fans over and over for their support, but play their new and old music as well. The return of one member, “familiar,” a fan favorite, seems to spread positive vibes across the audience as Riker Lynch sings along with Twigs asserting “In time … I will / Be you live / Through your eyes … Can you touch it? Is it real?” The lyrics, when combined with the slow pace of the song and Twigs’ dramatic vocals, provide a very intense atmosphere that may be likened to that of Frankenstein’s monster, but in actuality, present the theme of love andosing one’s self. What also sets this disc apart from its forerunners is Twigs’ experimental use of autotune, Twigs’ use of it adds to the album’s single, “All Night,” begins to play. The track and music video for “I’m Your Doll” is a powerful depiction of the submissive stance women take in trying to please men. Here, not only do we have Twigs represented as a rise-up doll who is later raped by an unknown man, but also scenes of Regan’s introspection of what perhaps was the first woman to touch it? Is it real?” The lyrics, when combined with the slow pace of the song and Twigs’ dramatic vocals, provide a very intense atmosphere that may be likened to that of Frankenstein’s monster, but in actuality, present the theme of love andosing one’s self. What also sets this disc apart from its forerunners is Twigs’ experimental use of autotune, Twigs’ use of it adds to the album’s single, “All Night,” begins to play. The track and music video for “I’m Your Doll” is a powerful depiction of the submissive stance women take in trying to please men. Here, not only do we have Twigs represented as a rise-up doll who is later raped by an unknown man, but also scenes of Regan’s introspection of what perhaps was the first woman to touch it? Is it real?” The lyrics, when combined with the slow pace of the song and Twigs’ dramatic vocals, provide a very intense atmosphere that may be likened to that of Frankenstein’s monster, but in actuality, present the theme of love andosing one’s self. What also sets this disc apart from its forerunners is Twigs’ experimental use of autotune, Twigs’ use of it adds to the album’s single, “All Night,” begins to play. The track and music video for “I’m Your Doll” is a powerful depiction of the submissive stance women take in trying to please men. Here, not only do we have Twigs represented as a rise-up doll who is later raped by an unknown man, but also scenes of Regan’s introspection of what perhaps was the first woman to touch it? Is it real?” The lyrics, when combined with the slow pace of the song and Twigs’ dramatic vocals, provide a very intense atmosphere that may be likened to that of Frankenstein’s monster, but in actuality, present the theme of love andosing one’s self. What also sets this disc apart from its forerunners is Twigs’ experimental use of autotune, Twigs’ use of it adds to
The Visit is a new horror film that is written and directed by M. Night Shyamalan. The movie tells the tale of two siblings, Becca and Tyler, who are sent by their mother to their grandparents' house for a one week visit. The point of the visit is for the siblings to finally meet their grandparents and to bond with them. However, as days go by, things start to get brazen, since the grandparents act in a strange and creepy manner after 9:30 pm. This makes the siblings question whether they will make it out of the house alive.

Upon seeing the trailer for this movie, I did not have very high expectations. I was once a huge fan of M. Night Shyamalan because he has made brilliant movies in the past such as The Sixth Sense, Unbreakable and Signs. Ever since then, his career went downhill. He started making large budget blockbuster films that were really disappointing. I am so happy to say that The Visit is undoubtedly Shyamalan's best movie in over a decade.

There also is a lot of comic relief in this movie and, because of some of the dialogue and the characters' comedic timing, there is a lot of humor that genuinely works. There were times that I was on the edge of my seat and times that I could not help but laugh because Tyler, the grandson, has perfect comedic timing. I was also surprised on how much dramatic weight was in the movie. There are certain scenes in which the history of the grandparents' lives are talked about and there are some touching scenes that had a great effect on the movie. The drama never seemed melodramatic or clichéd. It seemed as if it was believable.

I would go more in depth with what made the movie pretty solid, but for this review, specifically, I would like to write as little as possible. The premise of the movie is that you want to know about the grandparents, the story of the grandparents, just a little bit of hope going into the premiere on Sept. 21. One of the most prominent signs for the show is that everyone involved seems to be self-aware about what worked and what didn't work.

Season two's premiers have been centered around the villains of Gotham. Actors Cameron Monaghan's pseudo-Joker, Jerome, and Robin Lord Taylor's exceptional portrayal of The Penguin leading the fray, it should lead to a lot more excitement between the GCPD and the villains working against them. Gotham has a lot of potential to rise up in terms of ratings, but it's a solid hit if Shyamalan continues to do movies in a low budget scale and sticks to his roots, he could regain the career that once made him great.

The Visit is a horror movie that has plenty of scares. There is one scene that involves the children playing hide and seek in a shed, which was terrifying. The scenes that take place after 9:30 pm are the ones that really stuck with me after the movie was over.

The Visit is a well-acted movie that has solid directing as well as a blend of humor and horror that works for the most part. This is certainly a comeback for Shyamalan. It isn't necessarily a home run, but it's a solid hit if Shyamalan continues to do movies in a low budget scale and sticks to his roots, he could regain the career that once made him great.

There was also a lot of comedic relief in this movie and, because of some of the dialogue and the characters' comedic timing, there is a lot of humor that genuinely works. There were times that I was on the edge of my seat and times that I could not help but laugh because Tyler, the grandson, has perfect comedic timing. I was also surprised with how much dramatic weight was in the movie. There are certain scenes in which the history of the grandparents' lives are talked about and there are some touching scenes that had a great effect on the movie. The drama never seemed melodramatic or clichéd. It seemed as if it was believable.

I would go more in depth with what made the movie pretty solid, but for this review, specifically, I would like to write as little as possible. The premise of the movie is that you want to know about the grandparents, the story of the grandparents, just a little bit of hope going into the premiere on Sept. 21. One of the most prominent signs for the show is that everyone involved seems to be self-aware about what worked and what didn't work.

Season two's premiers have been centered around the villains of Gotham. Actors Cameron Monaghan's pseudo-Joker, Jerome, and Robin Lord Taylor's exceptional portrayal of The Penguin leading the fray, it should lead to a lot more excitement between the GCPD and the villains working against them. Gotham has a lot of potential to rise up in terms of ratings, but it's a solid hit if Shyamalan continues to do movies in a low budget scale and sticks to his roots, he could regain the career that once made him great.

The Visit is a well-acted movie that has solid directing as well as a blend of humor and horror that works for the most part. This is certainly a comeback for Shyamalan. It isn't necessarily a home run, but it's a solid hit if Shyamalan continues to do movies in a low budget scale and sticks to his roots, he could regain the career that once made him great.
Women’s XC: 11 Years in the Making

All-freshman team picks up speed to start the season

Jayme Gauglitz
Managing Editor

The sun beam down from above as the meet draws starting line. Despite the heat, the energy among the athletes and pollution of the morning could be felt throughout the crowd. After the countdown, a shot rang through the air followed by the first seconds of sneakers against the grass and runners running.

In their first race since 2004, Montclair State’s Red Hawks joined other collegiate teams at the Ramapo Season Opener on Sept. 4. Through the ladies had not been in the spot-line of the crowd, they had made a name for themselves as they climbed through the path at Garrett Mountain. Of 10 other schools who also participated at the meet, the Red Hawks placed third.

Coming in strong for her first outing, freshman MyCake was the top finisher for Montclair State and ninth overall with a time of 21:35.1. Close behind, freshman Katia Hagerty completed the course in 22:42.3 while coming in second for Montclair State and ninth overall.

With a week dedicated to training, the Red Hawks continued to the Monmouth Cross Country Invitational at Holmel Park on Sept. 12. Placing sixth overall and tallying a total of 148 points, the team did not fare as well in their second meet of the season. However, while taking to the course against Division I teams such as Monmouth University and Rutgers, the Red Hawks were overt exerting their best effort in such a highly competitive field.

In turn, though the overall score of the meet did not align with their first, the ladies appeared to improve or maintain their overall times. For the second week in a row, MyCake continued to lead the Red Hawks as she finished third overall with a time of 21:10.4. Following her teammate, Hagerty held strong until the 67th minute, both of which were able to clinch the second place spot for Montclair State while completing the SKC in 22:22.3.

While the Red Hawks were pushing themselves in practice for their next meet, the ladies are certainly not alone. A former student athlete, Coach John Brennan has been working with the all-freshman team over the summer and is heading into this season with much-needed experience. Coming from a ten-year stint at Felician College, Brennan had led the Devils’ women’s team to victory in the past and will nonetheless work with the Red Hawks this year.

Only time will truly tell if the recently-formed Montclair State team will live up to the raised expectations across the division, especially at the beginning of the season. This Fall, the Red Hawks are in the Bill/Friarie Way Invitational where teams can test the action live at Rowan College in Sewell, N.J. on Sept. 19.

UEFA Champions League Standings

Top two teams qualify for Round of 16, while third place teams move to Europa League Playoffs

International Soccer Recap

Brazu, United States, Mexico and Argentina return for a friendly

Mexico vs. Argentina

Tuesday, September 8

In Arlington, Texas, a pre-mature Mexico went up against South American giant Argenti- na in front of 82,000 fans. Mexico was lining up with many doubts and speculations among fans. Mexico’s coach Ricardo “Tuto” Ferretti had been criti- cized since he didn’t call up the dos Santos brothers which had a good run in the Gold Cup earlier this year. Instead, Mexico’s lineup included many Euro- pean superstars such as Javier Hernandez, Carlos Vela and the return of international Rafael Marquez.

Argentina’s lineup included world class player Lionel Messi and many other superstars such as Sergio Aguedo from Manchester City and Josecito’s very own Carlos Tevez. Argentina dominated the first 10 minutes of the first half.

As Mexico started gaining momentum, Nicolas Otama- niu commented a foul on Real Jimenez which cost Argentina a goal and ultimately the first goal after Hernandez converted. This was the first of many errors the Red Hawks would make that day. Argentina then went on to show why they are ranked first in the world as they dominated throughout the rest of the game. Thanks to Messi’s efforts, the Mexican goal remained score- less until the last four minutes of the game where Aguero and Messi would score to end the game at a draw.

U.S.A. vs. Brazil

Tuesday, September 8

Motivated from a pre- vious win against Peru, the United States went up against Brazil at Gillette Stadium in Boston, Mass. The game start- ed with high intensity as Hulk gave Brazil the advantage in the first seven minutes of the game. After the ball was picked up in form with various opportuni- ties in the first half. The remain- der of the game turned out to be much of a stalemate between the two sides with both the United States and Brazil testing keepers Guzan and Grohe, re- spectively.

Barcelona superstar Ney- mar, came in as a sub in the 46th minute replacing William. Ney- mar proved useful to put away Brazil’s second goal in the 51st minute from the penalty spot. After the penalty, Neymar made himself present in the game and he helped Brazil dominate the remainder of the game. Rafaela put one away in the 64th and Neymar put another one in the back of the net in the 67th minute, both of which were assisted by PSV’s Lucas.

The United States started to retaliate on the field when Harron Kloumann brought in NYC midfielder Mix Disker- ud in the 72nd minute. Danny Williams was able to bring the United States back into the game with the help of an assist by Jurgen Klinsmann in the 80th minute of compensation time, ending the game with a well-fought win for Brazil.
Despite their 2-1 loss to D.C. United on Nov. 8, the New York Red Bulls have advanced to the Eastern Conference Finals. Midfielder Péguy Luyindula netted the only Red Bulls’ goal. Luyindula, who scored once in the Red Bulls’ 2-0 win against D.C. United in the first leg of the conference semifinals, sent his side to the conference finals on a 3-2 goal aggregate.

Inside the six-yard box, Luyindula slotted a cross from captain Thierry Henry into the bottom right corner of United’s goal in the 57th minute. D.C. United’s first goal came late in the first half when midfielder Nick DeLeon headed a cross from Taylor WomensLacrosse

Red Hawk Roundup

Field Hockey

The Red Hawks lost their first contest of the year against New Paltz in N.Y. by a score of 2-1. Three days later, Montclair State avenged their first loss with a 2-1 win over Misericordia University in Dallas, Pa. The Red Hawks will finally play their home opener on Sept. 18 and begin a six-game homestand that will take them through Oct. 2. They are scheduled to play 10 of their last 14 games at Sprague Field.

Volleyball

Montclair State finished 2-2 in the North Jersey Challenge that took place at Panzer Athletic Center over the weekend. The Red Hawks also opened up their NJAC schedule with a tough loss to Stockton University at Panzer Athletic Center. The Red Hawks are currently 5-4 and will have road matches against the United States Merchant Marine Academy and an NJAC match against Rowan University on Sept. 17 and Sept. 22, respectively. Montclair State is currently 0-1 on the road.

The Montclarion is selling Mac desktop computers!

For more information, email montclarionchief@gmail.com
WANT TO BE A SPORTS WRITER?

Cover all the touchdowns, goals, and everything in between.

Contact MontclarionSports@gmail.com for more information.
Mike Olla
Men’s Soccer

Olla scored a goal in Montclair State’s 8-1 rout of Farmingdale State and another goal in a 2-0 win over Hunter College.

CURRENT STATS
GOALS: 5
SHOTS: 15
GAME-WINNING GOALS: 2
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WHO’S HOT THIS WEEK

Courtney Matlock
Volleyball

Matlock earned NJAC Player of the Week and averaged nearly 3.48 kills per set in a busy week for the Red Hawks.

CURRENT STATS
POINTS PER SET: 3.72
HITTING PERCENTAGE: .208
KILLS PER SET: 1.94
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Field Hockey
Sept. 18 - SUNY Cortland - 6 p.m.
Sprague Field

Football
Sept. 19 - Salisbury University - 1 p.m.
Sprague Field

Women’s Soccer
Sept. 19 - New Jersey City University - 2 p.m.
MSU Soccer Park

Men’s Soccer
Sept. 19 - SUNY Oneonta - 7 p.m.
MSU Soccer Park
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The Red Hawks continued their winning streak in non-conference play as they beat both Union College (6-1-3) and University of Rochester (2-1-1) this past week. The women needed to go into double overtime against Union and went down late against Rochester, but eventually won both games to push their record to 4-0.

The women went on the road to play Union College on Sept. 11. Junior defender Erin Sullivan scored late on a penalty kick at the 12:07 mark of the second overtime to help the women to a win.

The late penalty kick was given to Montclair State after a Union defender was called for a hand ball inside the box. Sophomore forward Tyler Madison scored the game’s first goal for the Red Hawks off of a corner kick in the 66th minute to push them into their fourth straight overtime game of the season. Montclair outshot Union 20-10 over the course of the game, including 4-1 in the overtime periods.

The Red Hawks went down 1-0 against University of Rochester on Sept. 13, but responded quickly with two consecutive goals to give the women their fourth consecutive victory in non-conference play.

Forward Marissa Landeka stopped six shots and earned her second win of the season. The road trip continued off of a corner kick in the 6th minute to push them into their fourth straight overtime game of the season. Montclair outshot Rochester 24-19 of the first half. Freshman goalie Molly Barnes earned her third win of the season.

Wins over Union College and the University of Rochester have put the Red Hawks at 2-1-0 at home and 2-0-0 on the road.

Montclair State professor remembers his time with Darryl Dawkins

When reflecting on this, Schwarz said when remembering Dawkins, Schwarz invited Dawkins to appear on the Extra Point – a show that was filmed at the basement of Montclair State’s Student Center.

According to Schwarz, that interview, where the two discussed Dawkins’ playing career as well as new energy drink, appropriately named “Chocolate Thunder,” that Dawkins had just come out with at the time. There, Schwarz invited Dawkins to the Philadelphia 76ers, New Jersey Nets, Utah Jazz and Detroit Pistons. Dawkins didn’t post some spectacular stats – he averaged 12 points and 6 rebounds per game over the course of his career – but he became one of the league’s most popular players through his infectious personality and monstrous dunks. The NBA adopted breakaway rims solely because Dawkins shattered two backboards in the span of a month in 1979.

Dawkins’ unique persona and highlight-reel dunks made him one of the more memorable players in the mind of NBA fans. Although many knew him for what he did on the court, fewer knew how he helped those off the court. Perry Schwarz, currently a professor at Montclair State, was one of a few who knew Dawkins beyond the dunks and nicknames.

“He was genuine, approachable and down-to-earth,” Schwarz said when remembering Dawkins. Schwarz first met Dawkins at MSU basketball games on Dece- mber 3, 1984, which also happened to be a celebrity was an opportunity

A Legendary Friendship

Montclair State professor remembers his time with Darryl Dawkins

“Famous. He was one of the most down-to-earth people I called a friend, not just an acquaintance. He was blessed not only with athletic prowess, but a giving spirit and passion for life,” Schwarz wrote. Indeed, his on-court persona combined with his compassionate, spirited personality is the reason why so many adored him and will continue to remember him beyond his passing.

Dawkins and Schwarz in the Montclair State Student Center.

Dawkins and Schwarz stayed life-long friends.

who he was. The story of Dawkins-staying the entire ring ceremony and conversing with high school athletes was not a rarity. Rather, having a big heart and being down-to-earth made him who he was.

“He would bend over backwards to help another person,” World B. Free, a teammate of Dawkins when he played in Philadelphia, said in a video commemorating Dawkins. “He was just one of the greatest guys I loved him.” In his post-NBA career, Dawkins made visits to children’s basketball camps, volunteered whenever he could with the Special Olympics.

“Not only was he one of the most down-to-earth people I called a friend, not just an acquaintance. He was blessed not only with athletic prowess, but a giving spirit and passion for life,” Schwarz wrote. Indeed, his on-court persona combined with his compassionate, spirited personality is the reason why so many adored him and will continue to remember him beyond his passing.

Dawkins and Schwarz stayed life-long friends.

Dawkins and Schwarz in the Montclair State Student Center.
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Dawkins and Schwarz stayed life-long friends.